8/8/2017
New Product Release:

**PS-2016Q Dragmaster Quad Magnets** (Magnets Only) This is our Purple Dot material developed specially for ProSlot that has more gauss and higher coercive force for our D-can small diameter drag motors. They are "Drop in" ready for our **PS-2015 "D"** can with no special tools or epoxy needed. These magnets were designed with a special orientation to give unbelievable mid-range torque and RPM for our **PS-121 "BOSS 490"** armature. **$39.95**

**PS-120Q “THE BOSS 490” Quad Motor** This motor has a standard .560 air gap and comes with our PS-121 “BOSS” armature. The set-up is blueprinted with copper hardware installed on the endbell. Add 14.00 for double ball bearings **$93.95**

**PS-2100Q Dragmaster "D" can Quad Magnet** setup with .560 airgap for small diameter (.518) armatures **$59.95**

**G7 Motor Brush**

After years of research and development we finally approved our G7 motor brush. This brush is long lasting and creates a clean and efficient commutator track for optimal conductivity. This brush was designed with the oval and road course racer in mind.

**PS-G7** Group 7 firm compound motor brush (6-pr) **$23.00**

**PS-G7B** Group 7 Motor Brush Firm Compound (50-pr) **$180.00**

**PS-G7 Euro** Group 7 Motor Brush Firm Compound (Euro Sized) **$29.00**
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